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THE FOUNDATION OF RELIGIOUS TERRORISM -

ABRAHAM?

Religious terrorists expect reward in heaven. Why?
The ultimate source of this belief is the story of Abraham and Isaac. Abraham
proved he was willing to kill in obedience to God, and was therefore rewarded.
Can a person see this story differently and still remain true to his chosen religion?
In the nuclear age we better hope he can.

Abram provides a sensible alternative in the form of a delicious fiction.

Abram (as he was originally called) was not a special person chosen by an arbitrary
God for supernatural communication. He was a truth seeker disillusioned by the
fall of his local deity at Ur. He migrated to Haran and Canaan not because of divine
orders, but for simple pragmatic reasons. He was not ordered by God to kill his
son. The religion of Canaan required the sacrifice of all firstborn sons. Abram defied it, instead betting his life on a righteous God. The Biblical message, “Obey
God, no matter how stupid or immoral His orders may appear,” is changed to,
“Obey a righteous God, no matter what your society tells you.”
Though a disillusioned Bible school dropout, Cary Cook currently has a Catholic priest and three Ph.D.s
endorsing Abram.

“… an astonishing breakthrough as a “novel of ideas.” Cook makes this ancient figure a weather vane signaling us where our own religious future may lie. Abram is royally entertaining and profoundly thoughtprovoking! What an achievement! What a book!”
Robert M. Price Ph.D.
Teacher of philosophy & religion at Johnston Community College, Smithfield, NC.

Abram, ISBN 978-1-934584-00-2, is perfect bound, 5.3” x 8.3”, 311 pages cover to cover, with 17 illustrations – mostly maps. A full size jpeg of the cover is at www.sanityquestpublishing.com/covernlrg.html; a
300 dpi tif is available on request. Abram is available for $20.00 at www.sanityquestpublishing.com.
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